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Use Case!
Involved Models
This model represents the following scenario:

To check a patient's glycaemia, a physical wants, thanks to the data display [0], to detect a risky situation [1] and then record a value [2].

The [2]nd task needs information from the [1]st one and has to be executed after it, which is the meaning of the [ ] >> operator.

To achieve the [1]st task, the user can detect the risky situation by [1.1] analyzing the variation rates, and, at any time, detect it thanks to a threshold [1.2] and then continue to look at the rate. The | > operator has this "Suspend-Resume" semantic.
We expect these models to be coupled by a small and well-defined interfaces.

«The component model used to reify the cloud application is loosely coupled with the task models defined for each user role.»
Case study: EBike, equipped with 11 sensors
thing EBike {

  provided port Sensors {

    receives getAirTemp, getCtrlTemp, getCurrent, getDist, getPower, getSpeed, getVoltage

    sends AirTempValue, CtrlTempValue, CurrentValue, DistValue, PowerValue, SpeedValue, VoltageValue

  }

}
Needs for Language Composition
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Case study: EBike, equipped with 11 sensors
context Root inv: measurements->forAll(m |
  (m.name.oclIsUndefined() implies ! baseName.oclIsUndefined()) and
  (m.unit.oclIsUndefined() implies ! baseUnit.oclIsUndefined()) and
  (m.time.oclIsUndefined() implies ! baseTime.oclIsUndefined())
)
Uses

Strong coupling.

An evolution of the «used» model invasively impacts the «using» one.

«Modifying the data model impacts the component model that works on this data representation.»
User Interface model (ad'hoc, inspired by [Brel’13])

Implementation of the dashboard using SensorVisu
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[Task Model](front-camera (4))

[Layout Model](can contain [maps (8)], [altitude (5)], [heading (6)], [speed (7)])

[Brel’13]
Constrains

Choices in model $M$ restricts expressiveness in model $M'$.

In our case study we observe a bi-directional nature in each occurrence of this relationship.
Case study: Diabetes monitoring based on glycaemia sensor
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[UML Use Case]
Several alternative task models can be used to implement the same use case.

«A task diagram actually implements a given use case.»
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